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Abstract— In early structures, beginning of 20th century, basic members in structures like slab, beam, column connections were assumed to
carry primarily the gravity loads in buildings. However, nowadays due to advanced innovations in field of structural engineering and many
advances in structural design/systems and high strength material, building weight is reduce and slenderness increased we can let such factors
take care of rest. Especially in tall buildings, so the structures suffer from lateral loads such as wind and earthquake more and more. So it
becomes necessary or let‟s say that it becomes general rule in tall buildings to identify the proper structural systems for resisting lateral loads.
Currently, there are many structural systems that can be used for the lateral resistance of tall buildings. This paper examines the difference in
structural systems needed for tall buildings and optimizes their performance accordingly.
Keywords—high rise; structural system; lateral systems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Tall buildings development has been rapidly
increasingly worldwide and creating all over world
architectural phenomenon. Many tall buildings are built
worldwide. Especially in Asian countries, such as China,
Korea, Japan, and Malaysia. Based on statistical data about
49% of tall buildings are located in North America.
Traditionally the function of tall buildings has been as
commercial buildings. Other usage, such as residential,
mixed use and hotel development have since rapidly
increased structural systems for tall buildings have gone
undergone dramatic changes since the demise of
conventional rigid frame in 1960‟s.
Such structural systems are highly sophisticated
engineering elements. Due to architectural complexity the
structural systems are needed in tall buildings. But each
lateral system choice brings its own practical limit. For two
main structural materials, steel and reinforced concrete are
suggested. While steel systems offer speed in construction
and less self-weight, thereby decreasing demand on
foundation, reinforced concrete systems are inherently more
resistant to five and offer more dampening and mass which
is advantages in combating motion by occupants where as
composite systems can exploit the positive attribute of both.
In general, the structural systems of buildings are a 3dimensional complex assemblage of interconnected element.

Primary function of structural systems is to effectively carry
out all loads which act upon building, and resist by
providing adequate stiffness. The structural systems
physically supports entire building and with it, all the other
various building systems.
2.

STRUCTRAL SYSTEMS

In high-rise building various different number of
structural systems or structural enhancement or active and
passive structural parts are used to enhanced its high
performance and optimize its capacity for traditional uses.
Many systems can be generated which can be dependent on
the mid of architecture and his drawing of tall building.
Given below are structural systems which are broadly
classified in there use with respect to there concrete, steel
and combination which have been followed over the years.
This paper aims to give a precise data of structural systems
so combined systems are given further.
2.1 Rigid Frame system
Rigid frame systems are utilized in both steel and
reinforced concrete construction. Rigid frame systems for
resisting lateral and vertical loads have long been accepted
for the design of the buildings. Rigid framing, namely
moment framing, is based on the fact that beam-to-column
connections have enough rigidity to hold the nearly
unchanged original angles between intersecting components.
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Owing to the natural monolithically behavior, hence the
inherent stiffness of the joist, rigid framing is ideally
suitable for reinforced concrete buildings. On the other
hand, for steel buildings, rigid framing is done by modifying
the joints by increasing the stiffness in order to maintain
enough rigidity in the joints.
In buildings up to 30 stories, frame action usually takes
care of lateral resistance except for very slender buildings.
For buildings with over 30 stories, the rigidity of the frame
system remains mostly insufficient for lateral sway resulting
from wind and earthquake actions [2]. The 21-storey-high
Lever House (1952) in New York, built with steel is a good
example of the frame system.
2.2 Braced Frame and Shear-Walled Frame System
Rigid frame systems are not efficient for buildings taller
than 30 stories, because lateral defection due to the
bending of columns causes the drift to be too large [2]. On
the other hand, steel bracing or shear walls with or without
rigid frame (brace systems and shear wall systems),
increases the total rigidity of the building and the resulting
system is named as braced frame or shear-walled frame
system. These systems are stiffer when compared to the
rigid frame system, and can be used for buildings over 30
stories, but mostly applicable for buildings about 50
stories in height. However, there are examples for these
systems reaching over 100-storey height.
2.2 Braced Frame and Shear-Walled Frame System
Unbending casing frameworks are not effective for structures
taller than 30 stories, since sidelong absconding because of
the twisting of sections causes the float to be too vast. Then
again, steel propping or shear dividers with or without
unbending casing (support frameworks and shear divider
frameworks), expands the aggregate inflexibility of the
building and the subsequent framework is named as
supported casing or shear-walled outline framework. These
frameworks are stiffer when contrasted with the unbending
casing framework, and can be utilized for structures more
than 30 stories, yet for the most part relevant for structures
around 50 stories in stature. In any case, there are samples for
these frameworks coming to more than 100-story tallness.
2.2.1 Braced Frame system
Propped outline frameworks are used in steel development.
This framework is an exceedingly proficient and sparing
framework for opposing flat stacking, and endeavors to
enhance the adequacy of an inflexible casing by just about
wiping out the bowing of sections and supports, by the
assistance of extra bracings. It carries on basically like a
vertical truss, and contains the typical segments and supports,
basically conveying the gravity burdens, and corner to corner

propping segments so that the aggregate arrangement of
individuals structures a vertical cantilever truss to oppose the
level stacking.
Verifiably, supporting has been used to balance out the
building horizontally in a large portion of the world's tallest
structures, including 77-story-high Chrysler Building (1930)
and 102-story-high Empire State Building (1931) in New
York.
2.2.2 Shear-Walled Frame System
Shear-walled outline frameworks are used in both reinconstrained concrete and composite development. Shear
dividers might be depicted as vertical cantilevered bars,
which oppose parallel wind and seismic burdens following
up on a building and transmitted to them by the floor
stomachs. Shear dividers are by and large parts of the lift
and administration centers, and edges to make a stiffer and
more grounded structure. This framework fundamentally
carries on like a solid working with shear dividers opposing
all the sidelong loads. The 68-story-high Metropolitan
Tower (1987) in New York is a decent case of this
framework. The 88-story-high Petronas Towers (1998)
Taipei 101 in 2004 additionally used this framework in
composite development.
2.3 Outrigger System
Outrigger frameworks are altered type of propped edge
and shear-walled outline frameworks, and used in steel and
composite developments. As an inventive and productive
auxiliary framework, the outrigger framework contains a
focal center, including either propped casings or shear
dividers, with even ""outrigger"" trusses or supports
associating the center to the outside sections. Besides, much
of the time, the outside segments are interconnected by
outside belt support. In the event that the building is
subjected to the level stacking, the revolution of the center is
avoided by the segment limited outriggers. The outriggers
and belt brace ought to be no less than one and frequently
two stories profound to acknowledge satisfactory solidness.
Along these lines, they are by and large situated at plant
levels to decrease the obstacle they make.

Contingent on the quantity of levels of outriggers and
their firmness, the border segments of an outrigger structure
perform a composite conduct with the center. At the point
when contrasted with single-story outrigger structures, multistory outriggers have better parallel resistance, and along
these lines proficiency in the basic conduct. In any case,
every additional outrigger story upgrades the sidelong
solidness, yet by a littler sum than the past one.
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Outrigger structures can be utilized for structures with more
than 100 stories. The 42-story-high First Wisconsin Center
with its steel structure (1974) in Milwaukee, the 88-storyhigh Jin Mao Building (1999)wits its composite structure in
Shanghai, and 101-story-high Taipei 101 [4] (2004) with its
composite structure in Taipei are astounding cases of this
framework.
2.4 Frame Tube System
Surrounded tube frameworks, are legitimate for steel,
strengthened concrete and composite development, and
speak to a consistent advancement of the customary casing
structure. Since propped edge and shear-walled outline
frameworks get to be wasteful in extremely tall structures,
confined tube turns into an option of these frameworks. The
essential normal for a tube is the job of firmly divided border
segments interconnected by profound spandrels, so that the
entire building functions as an immense vertical cantilever to
oppose upsetting minutes.
It is a productive framework to furnish horizontal
resistance with or without inside segments. The proficiency
of this framework is gotten from the considerable number of
unbending joints acting along the outskirts, making an
extensive tube. Outside tube conveys all the parallel stacking.
The gravity stacking is shared between the tube and the
inside sections or dividers, in the event that they exist. Other
than its basic productivity, surrounded tube structures leave
the inside floor arrange moderately free of center supporting
and overwhelming sections, improving the net usable floor
region because of the edge encircling framework opposing
the entire horizontal burden. In light of the firmly dispersed
edge segments, then again, sees from the inside of the
building might be frustrated.
The strategy for accomplishing the tubular conduct by
utilizing sections on close focuses associated by a profound
spandrel is the most widely recognized framework in light of
the rectangular windows course of action. There are two
famous adaptations utilized right now for this framework for
composite development: one framework uses composite
sections and solid spandrels while alternate uses auxiliary
steel spandrels rather than solid ones.
The troublesome access to people in general entryway
territory coming about because of the firmly divided section
design at the base could be overcome by utilizing an
extensive exchange brace or a slanted segment game plan
just like the case in the World Trade Center Twin Buildings.
Stature to-width proportion, plan measurements,
dispersing, and size of sections and spandrels of the
structures, specifically influence the effectiveness of the
framework. Despite the fact that the tube structure was

created initially for rectangular or square structures, and
presumably it's most proficient use in those shapes, round,
triangular, and trapezoidal structures could be utilized too.
2.5 Tubes-In-Tube System
The stiffness of a framed tube can also be enhanced by
using the core to resist part of the lateral load resulting in a
tube-in-tube system. The floor diaphragm connecting the
core and the outer tube transfer the lateral loads to both
systems. The core itself could be made up of a solid tube, a
braced tube, or a framed tube. Such a system is called a tubein-tube. This can be constructed over 100 stories height. The
110-storey-high World Trade Center Twin Towers (1972)
with it‟s „„tube-in-tube‟‟ steel structure.
2.6 Braced-tube system
Propped tube frameworks can be used in steel, fortified
cement, and composite development. By adding multistory
askew bracings to the substance of the tube, the unbending
nature and productivity of the encircled tube can be
enhanced, in this manner the got propped tube framework,
otherwise called trussed tube or outside inclining tube
framework, could be used for more noteworthy statures, and
permits bigger dividing between the segments. It offers an
astounding arrangement by using a base number of diagonals
on every face of the tube meeting at the same point as the
corner segments. In steel structures, steel diagonals/trusses,
are utilized, while in strengthened solid structures, diagonals
are made by filling the window openings by fortified solid
shear dividers to accomplish the same impact as an inclining
supporting.
New York's 50-story-high 780 Third Avenue Building
(1985) was the initially fortified solid working to utilize this
idea. The 58-story-high Onterie Center (1986) in Chicago is
another sample of such a framework in cement. Then again,
the supporting ensures that the edge segments act together in
conveying both gravity and level wind loads. In this manner,
an exceptionally inflexible cantilever tube is produced whose
conduct under sidelong load is near that of an immaculate
unbending tube. This setup is appropriate for tall, thin
structures with little floor territories and was firstly utilized
as a part of a steel building, the 100-story-high John Hancock
Center (1969)by the immense basic designer Fazlur Khan,
engineer of trussed tube idea. The 72-story-high Bank of
China Tower (1990) in Hong Kong is another great
illustration of this idea in composite development. This
framework can be utilized for structures with more than 100
stories.
2.7 Bundled-tube system
Packaged tube frameworks are legitimate for steel,
strengthened cement, and composite development. A solitary
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encircled tube does not have a sufficient basic proficiency, if
the building measurements increment in both stature and
width. To be specific, the more extensive the structure is in
arrangement, the less powerful is the tube. In such cases, the
packaged tube, otherwise called measured tube, with bigger
separated segments is favored. This idea, being made by the
requirement for vertical balance in a legitimate manner, can
be characterized as a group of tubes interconnected with
regular inside boards to produce a punctured multicell tube.
Since the ''packaged tube'' configuration is gotten from
the format of individual tubes, the cells can be in various
shapes, for example, triangular, hexagonal, or half circle
units. The hindrance, in any case, is that the floors are
partitioned into tight cells by a progression of segments that
keep running over the building width. On account of its
bigger divided segments, and more slender spandrels, this
framework permits greater window openings when
contrasted with the single-tube structure. Besides, this
framework likewise makes the design arranging of the
building more adaptable since any tube module can be
dropped out at whatever point required by the arranging of
the inside spaces.
Two variants are conceivable utilizing either surrounded
or corner to corner propped tubes, and a blend of the two.
The 57-story-high One Magnificent Mile Building (1983) in
Chicago is a decent illustration of a solid packaged tube
outline. The best illustration of a steel packaged tube idea is
the 108-story-high Sears Tower (1974) in Chicago. The
world tallest structure Burj Khalifa (2010) in Dubai is
another illustration of composite packaged tube.
Packaged tube idea has a wide application as a result of
its particular quality. The tubes or cells can be sorted out in
an assortment of approaches to make distinctive massing; it
can be used for a 30-story-high working and also for ultratall structures with more than 100 stories.
3.

STRUCURAL SYSTEMS USED IN TAIPEI 101

The architectural needs in the Taipei 101 design made it
difficult to incorporate structural systems so as to resist
lateral loads on it is been observed that low riser and mid rise
buildings can rely on interior core of shear walls or bracing
provided to maintained tower stability with there full floor
plan width and depth to provide economical overturning
force and lateral stiffness.
Using frame tube of closely spaced perimeter column
joined by deep, stiff perimeter spandrel beams to form rigid
box. These aspects would have block floor plan width and
depth which was necessary as per architectural view also
using these structural systems would have required indirect
load transfer points at intrusive beams to connect sawtooth

corners. Using bundle tube like tic-tac- to pattern would have
sub-divided floors and liming use of space which would have
created picket fence effect. Also using tube-in-tube structural
systems would have provided grater lateral stiffness shearing
lateral load on central core and perimeter tube resulting into
tight perimeter column spacing.
Naturally no basic structural system was sufficient for
resisting lateral loads in Taipei 101. So it was decided to
erect super columns which would have connected several
central brace core on each building face via 1 to 3 storey tall
outriggers trusses. The trusses are incorporated within floor
framing while diagonal members cut through mechanical
rooms. This was the best suited approach leaving perimeter
unencumbered by extensive framing. The outriggers trusses
and super column stabilized the building core. The outrigger
trusses are effectively distributed over the multiple floors
rather than single location. The same column is used to resist
wind and majority of gravity loads. Belt trusses are provided
mechanical floors deleveraging loads efficiently to super
columns. The mega-frame approach is selected for taipei101
optimizes its structural impact even if the members were to
be damaged due to unforeseen circumstances because of
bracing, outriggers and belt that link superior columns but
due to building height and extreme environmental conditions
special provision were steel provided.
4.

CONCLUSION

The above comparisons are expansion of following
basics structural systems “frame system, brace or shear wall
system and tubular systems.” It system has its own pros and
cons. But the choice needed for the selection of structural
systems is directly or indirectly on the condition of the
building is to be built.
In future there is enormous scope of development in
structural systems. There will be always necessity for new
structural system due to innovation in concrete technology.
The structural systems suffice their resistive nature for lateral
loads being only the feasible and economical in high rise
structure, tall building and skyscrapers. Thus choosing right
structural systems for particular conditions in building is
talents itself for a structural engineer.
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